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Why Are There So Few Women SCOTUS Advocates?
New research shows women are significantly underrepresented in the elite ranks of advocates who argue before
the court. Tony Mauro asked practitioners why and what can done about it.
By Tony Mauro

R

ecent research has revived concern about a persistent and undeniable aspect of U.S. Supreme

Court practice: Women are significantly
underrepresented among the ranks of
advocates who argue before the court.
From 2012 through the term that ended
in June, just under 18 percent of the advocates before the high court were women,
according to Adam Feldman of Empirical
SCOTUS. Only 13 percent of lawyers
arguing for the parties in a case were women,

the male attorney win rate is at 51 percent,

while women made up almost a third of those

the female win rate is eight percent higher at

arguing amicus curiae. And when female law-

59 percent.”

yers from the federal government are taken out
of the equation, only 11 percent of advocates on
the merits were women.
In recent years, the solicitor general’s office
has been a rich source of female advocates.
While not delving deeply into the reasons for
the dearth of women, Feldman ruled out one

So what is the reason for the gender deficit,
and what can be done about it?
Lisa Blatt of Arnold & Porter Kaye Scholer has
top creds in this area—she has argued 35 cases
at the court, more than any other woman in
history. She raised eyebrows in 2010 when she
offered her own theory.

possibility: that men have better win rates than

In a talk before the Chautauqua Institution,

women. “To the contrary, the statistics actually

reprinted in The Green Bag, Blatt said, “In my

point to women performing better than men

view a lot of the problem results from the fact

during these years,” Feldman wrote. “While

that litigation requires a war-like mentality. …
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Male lawyers generally are more fearless in

Josh Rosenkranz, partner at Orrick

this type of verbal battle, even though from my

Herrington & Sutcliffe: “The reason

experience many of those men are obviously

there is a dearth is that so many top

clueless that they have no talent. I’ve heard

Supreme Court practitioners are playing a vol-

countless women—but not a single man—say to

ume game. They accept every argument oppor-

me: ‘I could never stand up before the Supreme

tunity that comes their way in the lower appel-

Court; it would be way too stressful.’”

late courts, which deprives more junior lawyers

We asked Blatt and other Supreme Court

of the notches they need to present themselves

practitioners for their current thinking on why

as viable candidates for a Supreme Court argu-

so few women argue before the Supreme Court,

ment. And then they rack up Supreme Court

and what can or should be done about it. Also

arguments like Christmas tree ornaments, refus-

included are remarks Judge Patricia Millett of

ing to steer them—even the pro bono cases—to

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit

colleagues who do have significant notches in

made at a recent forum on women and the court.

their belts.

Lisa Blatt, partner at Arnold &

“I’ve vowed to my partners that I will not argue

Porter Kaye Scholer: “I obviously

more than 10 cases a year, which means steer-

agree the Supreme Court bar and those

ing a significant number of argument oppor-

arguing from private law firms in the

tunities to other colleagues who are building

court are overwhelmingly male. Two reasons

their practices. … I will work to credentialize

should answer both of your questions.

those colleagues and resist pressures to take the

“First, there are five former, all-male SGs who

lead, even if the client says that we are bidding

are active practitioners: Seth [Waxman], Ted

against an appellate titan. This actually serves

[Olson], Paul [Clement], Greg [Garre] and Don

my business model well. If I argued 15 or 20

[Verrilli], and three acting: Walter [Dellinger],

cases a year, I simply could not dig in to any of

Neal [Katyal] and Ian [Gershengorn]. That

them or own the briefs the way I feel comfort-

equals eight. There are no women at these

able doing.

ranks. Period.

“Second, I am also striving to limit my

“Second, (and many women might well dis-

Supreme Court arguments to two cases a term.

agree with me) women do not often come across

When we take pro bono cases at the cert. level,

as aggressive, fearless, and confident as their

I almost always condition it on an ‘Orrick law-

male counterparts, even though women are

yer’ arguing the case rather than committing

typically supremely more qualified than these

that I will argue the case. And then I work to

men. These factors either alone or in combina-

make sure the clients spend time with other

tion can be lethal when it comes to the number

colleagues and get comfortable with them tak-

of women arguing before the court.”

ing the lead.”
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Ilana Eisenstein, former assistant

who continue that trend after leaving office—I

to the SG, and since September,

don’t expect women to appear in equal numbers

partner at DLA Piper: “Women’s

at Supreme Court arguments.”

underrepresentation at the Supreme Court lec-

D.C. Circuit Judge Patricia Millett,

tern has nothing to do with women’s perfor-

former assistant to SG and partner

mance before the court. The female advocates I

at Akin Gump Strauss Hauer and

have seen before the court are as fearless, zeal-

Feld: “It’s hard in private practice.

ous and aggressive as anyone. Any client would

You do have this very specialized bar. When in

be well served to have them representing them

private practice, there are only so many cases and

at oral argument before the Supreme Court.

you’re competing consistently against other peo-

“Rather, the composition of the Solicitor

ple who left the solicitor general’s office—former

General’s Office, and relatedly its alumni, is by

solicitors general and deputy solicitors general.

far and away the most significant factor in creat-

We had one female solicitor general for one year

ing opportunities for men and women to argue

and she [Elena Kagan] got a better job.”

before the court. Of the advocates with five or

“This is the pipeline. Until women have

more arguments before the Supreme Court [in

more opportunities as deputy solicitors general,

Feldman’s study], nearly all were either (1) cur-

solicitors general and state solicitors general,

rently a member of the Solicitor General’s Office

it is hard. I found it very hard to compete for

or (2) alumni of the Solicitor General’s Office.

Supreme Court cases in private practice.”

“The good news is that, during my tenure

Neal Katyal, partner at Hogan

at the Solicitor General’s Office, we had near

Lovells and former acting solicitor

gender-parity among the assistants to the solici-

general: “There is a lack of diver-

tor general. As those female assistants move on

sity in Supreme Court oral arguments

to private practice—as I have done recently in

along every dimension—gender, race, religion,

joining DLA Piper, and as have my former SG

orientation, etc. I do think hiring and mentoring

Office colleagues, Sarah Harrington [Goldstein

are critical to fixing this. I was always impressed

& Russell] and Ginger Anders [Munger, Tolles

by Justice [Stephen] Breyer’s hiring of clerks—

& Olson]—I would expect the percentage of pri-

which was constantly half or more women. And

vate female lawyers appearing at the Supreme

I’ve tried hard to emulate that in all my hiring.

Court lectern will commensurately increase.

Hogan Lovells’ appellate group is half women

Nonetheless, until more women are chosen to

and indeed has more women than men partners

serve in the posts of solicitor general, acting

now, and is co-led by one of the very best advo-

solicitor general, and deputies to the solicitor

cates, hands down, in the nation [Cate Stetson].

general—who by tradition and position get a

So it’s not surprising that the three associates

greater share of Supreme Court arguments, and

we sent to the Solicitor General’s Office had two
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women and one Asian-American man. But we
can do better, and the new statistics highlight
the need for us all to do more.”

Tony Mauro, based in Washington, covers the U.S.
Supreme Court. A lead writer for ALM’s Supreme Court
Brief, Tony focuses on the court’s history and traditions,
appellate advocacy and the SCOTUS cases that matter
most to business litigators. Contact him at tmauro@alm.
com. On Twitter: @Tonymauro
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